
Together
We Are Powering Success



Thinking Power
Making the most Commonsense, Sound Engineering, 

& Professional Judgments for our Customers.

Our Mission is to provide state-of-the-art products 
and superior engineering services by combining 
advanced technologies with the highest standard in 
quality to achieve overall customer satisfaction.
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About  Us

Operation Technology, Inc. / ETAP is the designer and developer of the ETAP software, the most comprehensive modeling, design, 
analysis, optimization, monitoring, control, and automation solution for electrical power systems. ETAP is committed to providing 
quality solutions for electrical power systems.

ETAP employs a research and development team supported by a staff of engineers and scientists who have a combined knowledge 
of over 500 years of experience. The company has been powering success for 30 years by providing the most comprehensive and 
widely-used enterprise solutions for generation, transmission, distribution, industrial, transportation, and low-voltage power systems. 

Founded in 1986, ETAP is headquartered in Irvine, California, USA, with offices around the world.

      The industry’s largest network of offices & support centers 

     200+ full-time employees worldwide

500+ sales & support staff

Experts from all power system disciplines
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ETAP offices around the world serve as value-added engineering and integration centers for our products and services to meet the 
growing needs in the region. ETAP’s corporate office encompasses the entire research and development team, engineering division, 
and supporting staff.

Sales & Support Offices

•  Angola 
•  Argentina
•  Australia
•  Azerbaijan
•  Bahrain
•  Bangladesh
•  Benin
•  Bolivia
•  Bosnia
•  Botswana
•  Brazil
•  Canada
•  Chile
•  China
•  Colombia
•  Costa Rica
•  Côte d’Ivoire
•  Ecuador
•  Egypt
•  El Salvador
•  France
•  Germany
•  Ghana
•  Greece
•  Guam
•  India

•  Indonesia
•  Iraq
•  Ireland
•  Italy
•  Jamaica
•  Japan
•  Jordan
•  Kuwait
•  Lebanon
•  Lesotho
•  Libya
•  Macau
•  Madagascar
•  Malaysia
•  Mexico
•  Mozambique
•  Namibia
•  Nepal
•  New Zealand
•  Nigeria
•  Oman
•  Pakistan
•  Panama
•  Paraguay
•  Peru
•  Philippines

•  Portugal
•  Puerto Rico
•  Qatar
•  Romania
•  Saudi Arabia
•  Singapore
•  Slovenia
•  South Africa
•  South Korea
•  Spain
•  Sri Lanka
•  Taiwan
•  Thailand
•  The Netherlands
•  Tobago
•  Togo
•  Trinidad
•  Turkey
•  Uganda
•  UAE
•  UK
•  USA
•  Venezuela
•  Vietnam
•  Virgin Islands
•  Zambia
 

ETAP group of companies extends its global reach with over 75 regional sales and support offices in more than 80 countries. ETAP 
Enterprise Solution serves the international markets by complying with numerous technical standards. 
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We Power The World . . .
in Local Languages

English
Spanish
Portuguese
French
Russian

Chinese
Japanese
Korean
German*
Italian*

* Output reports only
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Incorporated in 1986, Operation Technology, Inc. (OTI) released the first version of Electrical Transient Analyzer Program (ETAP) 
power system analysis and design software. Today, ETAP is recognized as the global market leader in providing solutions for 
power systems analysis, design, simulation, operation, control, optimization and automation.

Our History

Operation  
Technology, Inc.  

Established 

Development  
of ETAP

ETAP DOS 1.0

1986 1991-1994 1995-2000 2001-2003 2004-2007

Nuclear Compliance

First installation of  
ETAP Real-Time

ISO 9001  
Certification

ETAP DOS  
6 and 7 Series

ETAP PowerStation  
for Windows 32-bit

Power System  
Monitoring  

& Simulation 
PSMS™ 

1st Annual ETAP  
Nuclear Utility  

User Conference

ETAP 3 Series

Nanjing  
China Office

ETAP  
Learning Center™ 

Power Lab  
Program 

ETAP 4 Series

Intelligent  
Load Shedding 

ILS™

Energy  
Management System 

EMS™   

Star™ -  Protective  
Device Coordination 

Arc Flash Analysis 

Multi-Language 
Edition

ETAP 5 Series
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30 Years of Powering Success

2007-2009 2010-2012 2013-2014 2015-2016

 1986 -  2016

Ce
le

br
at
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g 3

0 years of Powering Success

ETAP Grid™ 
Smart Grid 
& Microgrid

Automatic  
Generation Control 

AGC

ETAP Partner  
Program 

ETAP 7 Series

ETAP Automation  
India & UAE  

Offices

ETAP Academic  
Scholarship  

Program

Online  
Help Desk  

Support Centers 

ETAP 11 Series

ETAP Automation  
Europe

Student 
Educational  

Edition

Corporate  
Growth Award 

ETAP 12 Series

Annual Global  
User Conference

Automated  
Protection  

& Coordination

ETAP Automation USA  
New Campus 

eTraX™  
Rail Traction  

System

ETAP 14 Series
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We are proud to work with our customers 
around the world to make electrical power 
more reliable, safe, and energy-efficient 
than ever.

"Having used the software since 1986, I find ETAP to be the 
most powerful design tool for power system designers.”  
 – Equilon

"ETAP is the best tool for analyzing electrical power 
systems." – Fluor Corp.

“ETAP has the best customer service I’ve ever been 
involved in personally and I’ve worked in the nuclear 
industry for 25 years.” – TVA

“ETAP is a company that has been built upon and 
just continues to grow on customer service on a true 
relationship and they back up what they say.” – TVA

“ETAP is always coming up with new and better ways of 
doing things and adding new features in the program.”  
– Exelon

“You cannot do effective power engineering design and 
consulting without having ETAP in your toolbox.” 
– Wood Harbinger

Why ETAP
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Customer Driven Culture

7 Cs of ETAP

Caring for our Customers

Candid with our Customers

Commitments to our Customers

Class of Quality for our Customers

Communication with our Customers

Consistency of Service to our Customers

Commonsense Solutions for our Customers
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Industries

Engineers, operators, and managers put their trust in our products and services daily. ETAP has 
become the de facto standard for power system analysis for all types and sizes of electrical industries. 

Transmission

ETAP has gained significant market 
share in the T&D sector by offering 
industry specific solutions to increase 
the reliability, stability, flexibility, & 
energy delivery capabilities of their 
power network.

Nuclear Power Oil & Gas

Consulting Transportation

ETAP is used by nuclear facilities in 
Brazil, Canada, China, Finland, France, 
Germany, India, Japan, South Korea, 
Spain & USA, including the world’s first 
nuclear fusion reactor. 93% of nuclear 
plants in the USA have standardized 
on  ETAP.

Over 70% of the top oil & gas 
industries rely on ETAP to protect 
electrical systems with minimal 
downtime and ensure critical load at 
all times.

ETAP is the market leader among 
consulting firms and EPCs with 100% 
of the Top 10 Electrical Design Firms 
using ETAP for power system design 
& analysis. In addition 80% of these 
firms have multiple or corporate 
licenses for ETAP, according to 
data from Electrical Construction & 
Maintenance magazine.

Generation

ETAP is the leading power system 
analysis platform for the power 
generation industry. In fact, 42% of 
the leading generation plants have 
standardized on ETAP to enable 
them provide reliable, clean, & cost-
effective power to their customers.

Transportation engineers use ETAP to 
design & maintain electrical systems 
for critical mass transit networks, 
as well as major terminals such as 
airports & seaports. 
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Go-To Solution for the Power Industry 

Data Center

ETAP is utilized in mission critical 
facilities & data centers for designing, 
predicting, tracking, managing, 
reducing energy consumption, & 
lowering carbon footprint. This 
utilization is completed while 
maintaining maximum availability of 
vital operations.

Government Metals & Mining

Education Renewable

ETAP has been deployed at many 
government institutions & armed 
forces facilities. ETAP is utilized 
in research & development for 
government & military projects. It 
has been awarded a United States 
General Services Administration (GSA) 
Schedule contract. 

Many metal & mining operations 
rely on ETAP to reduce unnecessary 
load shedding & thereby preserving 
critical loads directly associated with 
production. ETAP brings significant 
energy savings to the industry by 
diverting non-essential loads during 
hours of high energy costs.

Colleges and universities use ETAP 
to teach students in electrical 
engineering to design, model, & 
analyze electrical power systems. 
ETAP offers an educational software 
package for instructors, university 
computer labs, & students.

Manufacturing

Top manufacturers around the 
world depend on ETAP to meet the 
industry’s rigorous operational, 
quality, & safety requirements for 
their power systems. ETAP is utilized 
for design, analysis, operation, 
& automation of manufacturing 
facilities.

ETAP contributes to the design, 
analysis, & operation of green 
energy power systems such as wind 
& solar. Functions include carrying 
out power analysis for collection 
systems, penetrating studies, & grid 
interconnection studies. 
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A one-stop solution with intelligent interface views and core capabilities to create, configure, customize, 
and manage your electrical power system model. Core modeling tools allow you to quickly and easily 
build 3-phase and 1-phase AC and DC network one-line diagrams and GIS views with unlimited buses and 
elements including detailed instrumentation and grounding components.

Modeling & Visualization

A powerful set of analysis and optimization software products that allow for simulation, prediction, 
design and planning of system behavior, utilizing an intelligent one-line diagram and the flexibility of a 
multi-dimensional database.

Analysis & Optimization

ETAP is a suite of fully integrated electrical engineering software that provides engineers, operators, and managers a platform for 
continuous functionality from modeling to operation.

Enterprise Solutions

One-Line Diagram
Geographic Information Systems
Feeder & Substation Views
Functional & Logic View - UDM

U/G Raceways & Ground Grid Views
Schematic & Control Diagrams
Multi-Dimensional Database
Web Clients & Mobile Views

Network Analysis
Dynamic & Transients
Cable Systems
Power Quality 

Renewable Energy
Unified AC / DC Solutions
Systems Optimization
Multi-Study Analyzers
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Fully integrated Protective Device Coordination software for steady-state and dynamic device coordination, 
protection, and testing. ETAP provides intelligent tools and powerful capabilities to analyze system protection 
and troubleshoot false trips, relay and breaker mis-operation, mis-coordination, and more.

Protection & Coordination

Comprehensive and integrated solution to help evaluate, analyze, and assess the safety and grounding 
of AC and DC electrical systems. Generate Arc Flash labels, create a switching sequence management 
plan, or evaluate the most efficient configuration for ground grid systems.

Electrical Safety & Grounding

Protective Device Coordination – Star™
Auto Protection & Coordination Evaluation
Distance Relay Coordination – StarZ™

Sequence-of-Operation

Arc Flash Analysis
Switching Management
Ground Grid Systems

Electric Shock Protection
Protective Earthing Conductor Sizing
System Grounding & Earthing 

Protective Device Library

ETAP offers conversion tools from legacy power system analysis software. In addition, ETAP offers 
data import/export capabilities to other third-party platforms and provides bi-directional data exchange 
interfaces to complimentary products.

Data Exchange & Conversion

Selectivity Zone Detection
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An integrated and interactive platform for design, 

simulation, operation, control, optimization, 

and automation of generation, transmission, 

distribution, and microgrid power systems.

Smart Grid Solutions
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ETAP GridTM 
- Integrated Mission Critical Solutions

Transmission

Our Transmission solution provides an intelligent Network Topology Builder integrated with ETAP’s Base & 
Network Analysis modules such as Transmission Line Model, SVC Model, HVDC Link, Load Flow, Fault Analysis, 
Capacitor Placement, Dynamic Stability, Reliability Assessment, Distance Protection, Substation Automation, 
Energy Management, & eSCADA system.

Distribution

ETAP GRID Distribution is an integrated power system simulation, planning, protection, and real-time distribution 
management system software for visualizing, managing, optimizing and automating distribution networks from 
state-wide to city-wide power distribution networks.

Microgrid

ETAP is used by microgrid developers and engineers for detailed analyses and sizing of distributed energy 
resources and associated equipment. Microgrid Master Controller brings the design to life by connecting the 
system model with real-time data.

etap.com   |   15



eTraxTM - Rail Traction Systems

Built-in intelligent graphics tool for analysis and operation of railways

Solve transmission, distribution, traction, and signaling together 

Data exchange with third party applications and templates

Evaluate substation location and capacity 

Improve reliability of electrical traction power system

Unified AC & DC Load Flow 

Resolve challenges of unbalanced system operation

Model unplanned events and future growth 

Integrated protection with impedance relays 

Visualize & Analyze Systems Using 
Geospatial & Logical Views

ETAP Traction Power software includes the most accurate, highly developed, and flexible tools for analyzing and 
managing LV and MV rail power systems. eTraX provides state-of-the-art design and management solution for the 
electrical network life-cycle of the rail traction power system.
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From Modeling . . . 
to Operation

Intelligent Power Management System  

for Operators, Managers, and Engineers

etap.com   |   17



Model-driven monitoring provides an intuitive real-time visualization and analyses platform via 
intelligent graphical user interface, one-line diagram, geospatial view, and digital dashboards.

SCADA & Monitoring – eSCADA

PMS includes powerful analytical tool that allows for detection of system behavior in response to operator 
actions and events via the use of real-time and archived data.

Power Management System – PMS

GMS provides system balance and optimization changes to meet network security, economic, operational, 
regulation, and environmental requirements. Monitor, control, and optimize the performance of generation and 
transmission systems. 

Generation Management System – GMS

Reduce energy consumption, increase electrical system reliability, improve equipment utilization, and predict system 
performance, as well as optimize energy usage.

Transmission Energy Management System – EMS

As a fully integrated enterprise solution, ETAP extends to a Real-Time Intelligent Power Management 
System to monitor, control, automate, simulate, and optimize the operation of power systems.

ETAP Real-TimeTM
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ETAP ADMS provides the necessary mission critical applications to efficiently, reliably and securely 
manage, control, visualize, and optimize distribution networks.

Distribution Management System – DMS / ADMS

MMC allows for design, modeling, detailed analysis, islanding detection, optimization and automated 
control of Microgrids used for offices, retail parks, industrial facilities, data centers, campuses, offshore 
facilities, ships, etc.

Microgrid Master Controller – MMC

ILS is a model-driven load preservation system offering proactive and optimal load shedding that can 
dynamically manage the stability of the system by responding faster to disturbances.

Intelligent Load Shedding – ILS™

iSub provides protection, control, automation, monitoring, and communication capabilities as a part of a 
comprehensive substation solution.

Intelligent Substation Automation – iSub™
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Unmatched Support 
& Services

ETAP is dedicated to overall customer satisfaction 

through unmatched technical support, expert 

engineering consultation, and innovating 

solutions. Consider us an extension of your 

electrical engineering department.
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Support      

While providing unlimited electronic 
ticket and phone support, the ETAP 
Help Desk supplements your support 
channels with 24×7 online access to 
information and tools commonly needed. 
Our technical support team is staffed by 
knowledgeable support engineers who 
are assessing, prioritizing, and working 
on submissions.

Help Desk

ETAP training and workshops include 
a wide-range of power system analysis 
workshops, on-site trainings, online 
webinars, and customized sessions. 
Workshops provide users the opportunity 
to have hands-on learning and 
experience how they can achieve optimal 
results from the product. Certified ETAP 
Instructors include experts in every field 
of power system analysis from system 
maintenance to transient stability and 
control.

Training & Workshops ETAP hosts frequent free seminars 
around the world. These are technical 
seminars designed to teach the user 
and non-users the latest features and 
capabilities of ETAP enterprise solution 
software for power systems.

Seminars

ETAP hosts an annual global user 
conference along with several Regional 
User Groups and Summits. These 
informative and technical events cover 
presentations and case studies by 
users and experts on a broad range of 
electrical power systems applications 
and latest ETAP technologies. User 
groups and summits are established in 
various locations worldwide and provide 
the opportunity for our customers to 
participate and promote their technical 
passion, share experiences, and expand 
their professional network with industry 
peers.

User Conference & Groups
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We have conducted numerous studies around the globe on new and existing electrical systems to enable our 
clients to build or expand their electrical systems. These studies have resulted in helping our clients achieve 
improved efficiency, reliability, and safety in operations.

Analytical Services

•  Conceptual Design
•  Feasibility Studies
•  System Modeling & Data Collection
•  Load Growth Studies
•  Load Forecasting
•  Short Circuit Analysis
•  Arc Flash Analysis

Research and Development continues to be the force that drives our commitment to be first with technologically advanced 
simulation tools to meet ever-changing power system requirements. We offer services to build, simulate, and tune control systems 
for generators in order to obtain the maximum accuracy from ETAP simulations. 

Research & Development Services

•  Motor Acceleration Studies
•  Load Shedding Analysis
•  Fast Bus Transfer Analysis
•  Transient & Dynamic Stability Analysis
•  User-Defined Dynamic Model
•  Generator Parameter Tuning
•  Harmonic Analysis & Filter Design

•  Generator Start-Up Analysis
•   Distributed Generation
•   Protective System Coordination
•   Emergency Backup Power Design
•   AC & DC Transmission Analysis
•   Sub-Synchronous Resonance Analysis
•   Insulation Coordination & Switching Transients

ETAP services are uniquely qualified to help any major facility, industrial complex, utility, or engineering 
company solve their most demanding and complex engineering problems. ETAP offers specialized engineering 
services in power systems which include analytical services, research and development, conceptual design 
and preliminary engineering, planning, optimizing, dynamic modeling, field-measured parameter tuning, and 
data exchange services.

Services
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We provide turnkey solutions to interface data acquisition systems and metering equipment to ETAP Real-Time 
applications. Examples of services offered in the field of real-time integration:

Real-Time Integration Services

•  Integration Strategy
•  System Modeling and Development
•  Architecture & Technology Consulting
•  Technology Pre-Study & Piloting
•  Enterprise Systems Connectivity
•  Monitoring & Control System Design
•  Visibility Studies & System Analysis
•  Tag Database Interface Implantation

•  Logic Controller Programming
•  Hardware Installation
•  Metering Hardware Evaluation / Recommendation
•  Project Management
•  Quality Assurance & Testing
•  Operator Training
•  ETAP Engineering Certification
•  Technical Support

ETAP supports clients worldwide by performing database conversions, model validation, and 
data exchange projects. A staff of engineers and database specialists are dedicated to conduct 
database conversions and synchronization.

Data Exchange Services

•  Database Conversion
•  Data Interpretation
•  Data Integration
•  Database Validation & Verification

•  Format Conversion & Mapping
•  Procedures Development
•  Turnkey Database Synchronization
•  GIS Integration Services
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Our Partners

ETAP is leading the way towards truly intelligent 
power infrastructure, by sharing the unique domain 
knowledge that enables our Technology Partners to 
develop new solutions that reach a broader range of 
customers.  

Technology Partners infuse their products with 
ETAP's intelligence by offering robust Power 
Management Solutions that enable owner/operators 
to make informed decisions.

As your ETAP partner we collaborate together to deliver industry leading solutions for ETAP 
customers. Your portfolio of experience and our world-leading software will prove to be a powerful 
partnership of electrical engineering quality and best practices.

Technology Partners
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ETAP delivers power systems design studies, and consulting services. ETAP 
Solution Providers are carefully-selected firms with personnel who have the 
skills, knowledge and resources to provide outstanding engineering solutions 
using ETAP.  

Using ETAP, our partners perform various studies such as arc flash studies, 
coordination studies, etc. All ETAP Solution Providers employ personnel who 
have successfully completed ETAP training.

Solution Providers

ETAP provides design, installation and implementation primarily to ETAP 
Real-Time™ power management systems and energy management systems. 
ETAP integrators provide solutions to integrate data acquisition systems and 
metering equipment to ETAP Real-Time applications.

System Integrators

We’re Redefining What It Means to be a “Partner”
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ETAP is a High Impact Software complying to standards required by mission critical plants such as nuclear, military, and 
government facilities. ETAP believes that a well-defined and effective Quality Assurance (QA) process that thrives on 
continuous improvement is the best vehicle to transform powerful ideas into powerful products.

Life Cycle

Our QA plan strictly enforces policies and specific procedures that ensure the reliability 
of the software. All releases of the software undergo an intensive Verification & 
Validation (V&V) process throughout the revision life cycle. Verification is the process 
of determining whether or not the products of a given phase of the revision life cycle 
fulfill the requirements established during the previous phase. Validation is the process 
of evaluating software at the end of the revision life cycle to ensure compliance with 
software requirements.

Audits

In accordance with the ETAP’s QA program, all procedures and activities related to the 
quality of ETAP software are subject to audits. Qualified auditors periodically assess 
the program to detect any deviations from the complied standards and evaluate 
the effectiveness of the existing plans and procedures. Audit reports are properly 
documented and are subject to audits conducted by our nuclear clients and ISO 9001 
certification assessments.
 

Quality Assurance

The V&V method for ETAP is extensive, consisting of thousands of test cases that 
encompass each and every calculation module, user interface, persistence, reports, 
plots, library data, etc. The test cases include a comprehensive comparison of study 
results and system performance against hand calculations, field measurements, and 
other industry standards. Some of these standards include: ANSI/IEEE, IEC, and UL in 
an effort to ensure and verify the technical accuracy and performance stability of ETAP. 
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Standards

ETAP’s QA program is specifically dedicated to meeting the requirements of:

ISO 9001
Model for Quality Assurance in Design, Development, Production, Installation 
and Servicing - ISO 9001 Registered Certification Number 10002889 QM08

United States Code of Federal Regulation, Title 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing 
Plants

United States Code of Federal Regulation, Title 10 CFR Part 21
Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance

United States Code of Federal Regulation, Title 10 CFR Part 50.55
Condition of Construction Permits, Early Site Permits, Combined Licenses, and 
Manufacturing Licenses
 
ANSI / ASME N45.2
Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities

ASME NQA-1 (includes Subpart 2.7) 
Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications

IEEE 730.1
IEEE Guide for Software Quality Assurance Planning

CAN / CSA-Q 396.1.2
Quality Assurance Program for Previously Developed Software 
Used in Critical Applications

ANSI N45.2.2 
Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and Handling of Items 
for Nuclear Power Plants
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Educating
the Next Generation

ETAP is dedicated to the education of today’s

and tomorrow’s power engineers.
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ETAP is committed to not only provide essential tools for power engineers of today, but also help launch the careers of the power 
engineers of tomorrow. 

ETAP offers an educational software package for instructors, university computer labs, and students. The educational edition 
provides universities with access to the latest technology for the design, modeling, and analysis of electrical power systems. 

ETAP Educational Package

ETAP works in close collaboration with many colleges and universities by installing ETAP licenses with the objective of developing 
Power Labs. These labs assist power engineering students to develop the best practices and incorporate the latest advancements 
in power system analysis technology.

ETAP Power Lab

The ETAP Learning Center is located in Irvine, California and offers a high-tech 
classroom facility that is fully-equipped with the latest teaching and learning 
aids. Both instructors and students can benefit from the superior equipment and 
comfortable workstations. The facility is used as a global training hub for ETAP 
and its representatives.

ETAP Learning Center

ETAP University is a global educational network offering power engineers and 
users access to high-quality training services. ETAP University delivers over 
200 technical workshops and trainings per year. The courses are instructed by 
certified ETAP trainers through our learning centers and online programs. 

ETAP University
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17 Goodyear

Irvine, CA 92618

Corporate Office 

etap.com

T: 949.900.1000

F: 949.462.0200  

info@etap.com

®etap
Powering Success
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